Work better together
Better teamwork, better tools
to work from anywhere

2x

Small companies are twice
as likely to hire remote
employees1

Shifting landscape

There’s a growing need
to make work better

1 Owl Labs survey, March, 2019
2 Upwork Future Workforce Small Business Report, 2018

52% of the global
workforce works from home
at least once per week1

6x as many small businesses
agree that dynamic team
structures will become the
norm2

What does teamwork
look like for you today?
Delays in development and
implementation of content
and ideas

Inefficient co
-authoring
and file
sharing

Disjointed
collaboration
and
file sharing

Increased onboarding time
Increased IT
support
workload

Dispersed
resources

Unreliable
version control

No multi-factor
authentication

Cloud storage
accessible by
hyperlink

Third-party
apps create
security
concerns

Difficult to involve
outside contributors

Shared files
outside IT control

Lack of centralized hub
for information

Tools used inconsistently across
the organization

Bring Your Own
Devices

Unsecured chat

Hard to integrate
vendors and
contractors

Difficult to access
and share files
remotely

Need to involve a
growing remote
workforce

Solutions
for mobile
workforce

Challenging to access
conversations and notes
across platforms or
devices

Technology can enable teamwork

56%

SMBs collaboration challenges2
• Ability to get work done from anywhere
(affects remote and mobile workforce)
• Document version control and co-authoring
(affects internal and external sharing)

of younger managers cite lack
of technology/tools as reason
why they do not have a remote
workforce1

2

Internal Microsoft research, March, 2019

Reasons SMBs cite to buy technology2
• Make it easier for our team to do their jobs
• Improve employee productivity
• Improve data security

Reshaping the way you work

Inspire employees
with a consistent
and clear vision

Foster creativity,
ideation, and
innovation

Make it easier for
team members to
do their jobs

Improve team
productivity

Get stronger
engagement from
team members

Better teamwork, better productivity with Office 365

Mobile worker support

External collaboration

Enterprise-grade security

Real-time teamwork

Easily support team
members who want to
work anywhere from any
device.

Look more professional
when you engage in
email and online with
customers, coworkers,
suppliers.

Enable access to those
who need it and keep
out those who don’t.

Work together in one
solution with shared
docs and online
meetings.

Business-class email

Intelligent email and calendaring capabilities keep
you focused and on track
• Bubble up important messages with an
intelligent inbox that prioritizes emails for you
• Stay ahead of your moving schedule with a
calendar that captures events from emails
• Keep records you need at your fingertips with
increased inbox size limits and in-place archive
• Find what you need fast using enhanced search
to read emails and attachments

Online file storage, document sharing, co-authoring
Keep everything to share in one place
with tools for real-time collaboration
Access and share
content from anywhere with Microsoft
Teams desktop, web, and mobile apps
Connect and work together
across multiple projects and get important
notifications in real-time
Coauthor files simultaneously
with popular Office 365 apps, like Word,
Excel, and PowerPoint.

Chat and online meetings
Empower workers as they engage with
customers, see products in action, and
represent your business.
Work from anywhere
by holding online meetings with anyone
inside or outside the organization
Make work easy
using the meeting scheduling assistant,
sharing screens, and collaborative note
taking as part of online meetings
Speed innovation
together through 1:1 chats and
conversations centered around
workstreams

Shift and task management

Automate everyday activities with PowerApps and Flow

Create and manage schedules and tasks with Shifts

Teams custom solution example

Picture Review PowerApp

Inventory Bot

What others are saying
Reducing email overload
"We’ve been a lot more productive through chat on Teams.
We don’t see long email chains anymore, and employees
collaborate across departments more frequently because
the persistent chat gives them the context to pick right
back up with a project, even if they had other priorities
for a few days."
-Joey Bitton
Communication Specialist at The PUR Company

Delivering business value
“ We use Teams to simplify onboarding…. It’s easier for
them to be part of the team than it is through Messenger,
where you have to share your personal profile on
Facebook, or through SMS, where you don’t see them
at all. "

-Emma Trygg
CFO at Movement Group Nordic

Fostering collaborative cultures
“ What I love about Teams is that it separates our
internal chatter from official client email communications.
Our sales and admin people are inundated with emails
all the time. Having everything pertaining to a project in
one place for the team to collaborate really reduces the
pressure."
-Josh Young
Cofounder at Detroit Wallpaper

Get started now!

Learn how to leverage the full value of your Microsoft investments, and increase productivity
across your business. Connect with us to get started today!

Telephone: 01706 489075
Email: info@flooditsupport.com
Web: flooditsupport.com

